Topographic maps are found in many biological and arti cial neural systems. In biological systems, some parts of these can form a signi cantly expanded representation of their sensory input, such as the representation of the fovea in the visual cortex. We propose that a cortical feature map should be organized to optimize the e ciency of information transmission through it. This leads to a principle of Uniform Cortical Information Density across the map as the desired optimum. An expanded representation in the cortex for a particular sensory area (i.e. a high magni cation factor) means that more information density is concentrated in that sensory area, leading to ner discrimination thresholds. Improvement may ultimately be limited by the construction of the sensors themselves. This approach gives a good t to threshold vs. cortical area data of Recanzone et. al. 25, 26] on owl monkeys trained on a tactile frequency discrimination task.
Introduction

Topographic cortical maps
Topographic maps are a well-known feature of sensory systems in biological organisms. These maps are organized so that nearby parts of the sensory world which are represented or processed in physically nearby locations in the cortex. In vision, for example, the mammalian primary visual cortex is organized so that cortical neurons close to each other in this cortical map respond to stimuli in neighbouring parts of the visual scene. Similarly, nearby parts of the auditory cortex tend to respond to nearby frequencies; and nearby parts of the somatosensory cortex tend to respond to skin sensors in nearby parts of the skin of the animal.
One slightly strange feature of these topological maps, however, is that they can be very nonuniform in the area given over to particular parts of the sensory input. The mammalian visual cortex has a very large part given over to representation of the fovea 28]. The auditory cortex of the mustached bat has a large expanded representation around 61Hz, corresponding to the the most intense (second) harmonic of its emitted echo location pulse 31]. For the cortex responsible for the sense of touch, it is well known that much more cortical area is given over to the lips and ngers, for example, than to the back 16]. The ratio of cortical area to the area of sensory input which it represents is often known as the magni cation factor.
Recent evidence suggests that these cortical maps can be adapted on the basis of experience, even in adult animals 8]. For example, Jenkins et. al. 14] trained adult owl monkeys to maintain digit contact with a rotating disk. They found that the receptive eld sizes of the neurons in the cortex corresponding to the stimulated area of the digits became smaller (i.e. ner resolution at the skin), while the cortical area devoted to the stimulated parts of these digits increased. Thus the magni cation factor in the somatosensory cortex was able to be increased through training.
This di erence in cortical area of representation between di erent parts of the same sensory modality appears in di erent animals and in di erent sensory modalities. It therefore seems reasonable to ask the following questions:
1. Why is this non-uniformity of cortical area of representation useful to an organism? 2. What is the target for adaptation of the size of a cortical area?
In this paper we will argue that this non-uniformity in cortical area allows e cient processing of information in sensory modalities which have a requirement for more accurate information in some areas than in others. This will lead us to propose the principle of Uniform Cortical Information Density: that in order to maintain the most e cient processing of sensory information, topographic cortical feature maps adapt to maintain uniform density of Shannon information across the map. This means in turn that the magni cation factor between the sensory input and the cortical map will be proportional to the input information density required. Sensory areas with higher information density will therefore have lower behavioural thresholds than those with lower information density.
Finally, we will support this argument by analyzing data from experiments reported by Recanzone et. al. 25, 26] , and show that their measurements of cortical area and corresponding behavioural threshold are consistent with this principle of Uniform Cortical Information Density.
Models of cortical map formation
Many models of cortical map formation have been constructed, particularly models of the formation of orientation and ocular dominance structures in the visual cortex (see Swindale 32] for a review). Many of these are based on Hebbian learning 11], with additional lateral connections or in uence which allow the topographic arrangement of the map to be formed.
In one of the early models, Willshaw and von der Malsburg 35] showed that aligned topographic maps can be formed from correlated inputs, such as clusters of 2 or 4 active input cells. The postsynaptic cells have a threshold-linear activation function, with a mexican-hat-type lateral connectivity between the cells. Takeuchi and Amari 1, 33] modi ed the Willshaw-von-derMalsburg model to use a continuous neural eld of threshold neurons rather than model individual neurons. They showed analytically that either a smooth topographic organization emerges, or a columnar structure will form, depending on the relative sizes of the a erent spreading and the receptive elds. The operation of their map was characterized by`bubbles' of activity covering a small area within an otherwise quiet map.
Zhang 36] extends the Takeuchi-Amari neural eld theory to the more general case of sigmoidal, rather than threshold, activation functions. He showed analytically that the cortical magni cation factor should be inversely proportional to the receptive eld size at each point on the map. However, Petersen 21] suggests that Zhang's uniform stimulus probability assumption means that the model cannot be used easily where a change in receptive eld size is caused by non-uniform probability density. Petersen and Taylor 22] use increased probability density in the Takeuchi-Amari framework to model the training stimulus in the owl monkey experiments of Jenkins et. al. 14]. In their model, using a di erent derivation, a higher input probability density causes the magni cation factor to increase, and the receptive eld sizes to decrease.
In the well-known Kohonen self-organizing map 15], the bubbles of activity in the Amari model are replaced by a neighbourhood function operating over a two-dimensional grid of input neurons. During training, the network chooses a`winner' neuron, which has the closest representation to the input. All output neurons within a the neighbourhood of the winner are adapted to be closer to the current input. In the resulting map, the input space is divided up into a number of non-overlapping regions, each owned by a particular output neuron: this is known as a Voronoi tessellation. An input vector within an output node's home region will cause that neuron to re. The resulting map exhibits an expanded representation for areas of input space which have a higher probability density, although not strictly proportional to the input pdf.
Rather than starting with a Hebb-like learning algorithm, some approaches to cortical map formation start from a target principle, such as minimization of wire length 10] or accurate modelling of the probability density of the input data space 7]. The principle we will be using here is that of e cient processing of information.
Information theoretic approaches to sensory organization
A number of authors have suggested that Shannon's information theory 29] can help us to understand the operation of sensory systems (see e.g. 9]). Barlow 6] , an early proponent of this approach, suggested that the early stages of sensory processing attempt to reduce redundancy in the stimulus: that is, the di erence between the information content of the stimulus and the information capacity of the channels used to communicate this information. One simple way to reduce this redundancy is to ensure that channels are uncorrelated from one another, leading to the suggestion that networks with lateral inhibitory connections are trying to decorrelate their outputs. Linsker 18] proposed that a sensory system should maximize the information transmitted through it, subject to certain constraints: this is known as his Infomax principle. He showed that, with certain constraints on the weights and noise on the network inputs to make the information nite, Hebbian learning algorithms that nd the principal components of their input will maximize the transmitted information.
Atick and Redlich 4] take a similar information-theoretic approach, but with a slightly di erent emphasis which is closer to the redundancy reduction approach of Barlow. They focus on lowering the output channel capacity while maintaining the minimum information needed by the organism. In early visual processing, they believe that \the primary evolutionary pressure has been to reduce output channel capacity", consistent with the organism keeping the complexity and cost of its sensory processing equipment as low as possible, while processing the information required. Their prediction of the ideal response of the Human Visual System based on this approach is very close to that observed psychophysically 2], and Atick, Li and Redlich 3] use this principle to predict the signi cant di erence between neural representations of colour coding in the retinas of sh and mammals.
Using a spiking rather than a graded neuron model, Levy and Baxter 17] considered the issue of e ciency of information transmission in a spiking neural system. They found that the optimum ratio of information capacity against energy depended on the ratio r of energy cost for the cell to emit a spike, against that for no spike. Using values of r suggested by measured glucose utilization and oxygen consumption, they calculated optimal ring frequencies close to those found in the rat subiculum (in the limbic system). They believe that the brain may have evolved to be energy e cient in its handling of information, rather than simply maximizing information capacity.
Information-theoretic cortical map models
There has already been some work on deriving self-organizing maps from information theory. For example, Linsker 19 ] generated a self-organizing neural map by optimizing the mutual information from an input vector to the output of a network with a single layer of output neurons, arranged in a grid. The convolution of an input-to-output point spread function and a lateral inhibition function between output neurons determines the probability of any output node ring in response to a point in the input space. For the case where the extent of the lateral inhibition dominates that of the input point spread function, the resulting input-to-node magni cation factor is proportional to the input probability density, leading to uniform ring probability per output node.
Recently, Van Hulle 13] and Holthausen & Breidbach 12] both introduced the concept of constructing a cortical map through the use of node weights to de ne the corners of the tessellation regions, rather than as the centres of the Voronoi tessellation as used in the Kohonen map. Various information theoretic optimization principles are considered to adapt these maps. In the case of Van Hulle's algorithm, the network aims to maximize the output entropy, leading to the probability that each region captures an input vector being equal. Consequently, the resulting input-to-map magni cation factor is also proportional to the input probability density.
Many of the cortical map models we have described here and earlier in this paper share one common feature: only one output node is active at any one time. Even the Amari neural eld model 1], which has the potential for many active units at once, is often analyzed producing a single activity bubble centred on a single point in the map . However, this is probably not very realistic for a biological sensory system. For a given sensory input, we do not nd only one neuron ring (or only one small active region), and we would not expect this to be a particularly e cient use of the representation ability of the cortex. In the rest of this paper, we will therefore start from the opposite perspective and develop a simple map model in which all output neurons can be active at the same time. We will not develop a learning algorithm for this map here, but we will consider how information theory can tell us how the map should be organized for most e cient representation of information.
2 Information density
Decorrelation and e cient information transfer
In a previous paper 24], we showed that maximization of information through a noisy channel can lead to a requirement for equal variance, decorrelated outputs from a network. We shall brie y review that result here, before we extend this concept to cortical maps. 
where Tr( ) is the matrix trace operator. Now, we wish to transmit our information as e ciently as possible, so we wish to maximize I(Z; X) for a given value of S T . Using the technique of Lagrange multipliers, we therefore attempt to maximize the function
where is our Lagrange multiplier. We would get an equivalent expression were we to minimize the power cost S T for xed information I(Z; X), and this is also equivalent to minimizing redundancy 23].
Taking the derivative of eqn. C Y = (1= )I n (6) where I n is the identity matrix. Thus for most e cient transmission of information through the channel, we should ensure that the network outputs are uncorrelated and have equal variance 1= . If Y is non-gaussian, then the requirement that we have uncorrelated, equal variance outputs is not su cient to maximize the transmitted information as such. However, we can say that this condition maximizes the information capacity
for any given power limit S T , and that this capacity will be achieved if Y is gaussian. For simplicity in the rest of this paper, we will assume that the signal Y is, in fact, gaussian. If this is not the case, we can simply repeat the analysis substituting`information capacity' for information'. Note that we must be more careful with the noise term . Were this not to be gaussian, the disruption to the signal may be reduced, and it may be possible that more information is transmitted than we were expected. If we wanted to allow non-gaussian noise, we would have to ensure that the e ect of the noise was not underestimated by the equivalent gaussian noise with covariance matrix C .
Information density in a discrete map
Consider the distribution of information capacity in the n neurons in the previous section. At the optimum point, the output variance 2 Y and noise variance 2 of all neurons is equal, and hence the information
is equal for each neuron i, where 2 Y = S T =n. Since the maximum information is achieved for a gaussian signal with uncorrelated (and hence independent) outputs, the total information I(Z; Y ) transmitted across the entire map is simply the sum of the information capacity of the individual neurons, i.e. I(Z; Y ) = nI i .
At present, these neurons have no particular order. Now suppose we arrange them into a two-dimensional map. Let us assume that the neurons are the same size, and hence packed into the map with uniform density h neurons per unit area. Therefore the map will have uniform information density of
= 1 2 h log(1 + S T =N T ) (10) where N T = Tr(C ) (11) is the total noise power. If the logarithm in eqn. (10) is to the base 2, I 0 will be expressed in bits per unit area: if it is a natural logarithm, I 0 will be in nats per unit area. Unless stated otherwise, will use natural logarithms in this paper for mathematical convenience.
This expression leads us to propose the following organizational principle for cortical maps: that the most e cient processing of sensory information in a topographic cortical map with uniform density of neurons will be achieved when the information density across the map is uniform. We shall refer to this as the principle of Uniform Cortical Information Density or just Uniform Information for short.
Linear ltering
A useful analogy to this map is the consideration of the ltering of a signal in the frequency domain 30]. Consider a normally distributed signal Y (v) with mean zero and variance S(v) = E(Y (v) 2 ) at v. In the original frequency domain approach, v is a frequency f: later in this paper we will allow it to be a more general location in an information-bearing medium such as a cortical surface. Suppose that the signal Y (v) is subject to additive noise of variance N(v), and total power (variance) limit S T = R S(v). Given a noise pro le N(v), the total information capacity of this system is maximized when S(v)+N(v) is a constant 30]. For example, if N(v) = N is constant with v (so-called white noise), then we should have S(v) = S. Thus the information capacity density 0:5 log(1 + S(v)=N(v)) should also be uniform.
Suppose we are considering linear lters, where v = f represents the frequency of the signal component Y (f). The function of a linear lter is to multiply frequency components of an input signal X(f) by a gain factor G(f) to give the resulting output
If S X (f) = E ? X(f) 2 is the variance of the input signal, and S G (f) = G(f) 2 is the power gain of the lter, then the optimum condition will be achieved if
This type of lter is called a whitening lter. Normally there is a bandwidth limit f W, and dependencies between di erent frequency components are ignored (if there were dependencies, this would reduce the actual information transmitted to less than the information capacity available).
This arrangement achieves our most e cient transmission of information through the noisy channel (or cortex) by weighting the frequency components of the input signal until they have uniform variance, before transmission through the noisy channel. Thus this achieves our goal, but at a price: the density of information at all frequencies f is the same, so the information that can be transmitted about the signal content within any frequency range f is identical no matter what frequency that range is about. Thus in the case of a linear lter, the uniform information density requirement has forced the sensory input domain to also have uniform information density.
Consider the implications of this arrangement for the bat auditory system, for example. For the bat to y and hunt e ectively, much more accurate information is needed about sounds near to the frequencies used by the echo location pulses than for other frequencies. Rather than the simple linear ltering approach, which would force the same information density on all frequencies, a more exible approach is needed.
Manipulating information density
Suppose now that the input to our system is a random function X(u), which is de ned over a di erent continuous domain u to the domain v over which the output Y (v) is de ned. Suppose also that we have a continuous map from an input range u to an output range v(u). To make what follows meaningful, we will further suppose that the output Y (v) is determined from X(u) locally' to v(u), i.e. changes to X(u) will cause the most signi cant e ects in Y (v)`close' to v(u). Thus information that is concentrated around u in a sensory input X will be concentrated around the point v = v(u) in the cortical map Y .
Let us allow the local scaling dv=du in the forward direction to vary: this is the magni cation factor for the mapping from X(u) to Y (v). Let us denote the information density in the input as (14) i.e. I 0 (u)=I 0 (v) = dv=du: (15) For optimum e ciency, we require the information density I 0 (v) in the map v to be uniform. Under this condition, the information density in the input is given by
where k = I 0 (u) is the map information density. Thus we have a corollary of the Uniform Cortical Information Density principle: that the input-to-map magni cation factor dv=du at a point in the input space is proportional to the information density I 0 (u) required at that point ( g. 2).
Information and behavioural thresholds
What does it mean when we say that we have increased the information density around a point? To answer this, suppose that we have a small region in our sensory input around u of size u with information density I 0 (u). Thus the total information available in that region would be
Now, let us suppose that all of this information capacity in the region u is being used to send information about a single normally distributed random variable with variance S (this would probably require a very complex encoding in practice, but the implementation will not concern us here). We will further assume that we can model the behavioural threshold for this signal S as a gaussian noise term with variance N such that = p N. The information available after the (19) which is plotted in Fig. 3 for S = 1. Thus a higher magni cation factor leads to higher information density, a higher amount of information through the region u, and consequently a lower behavioural threshold.
From this viewpoint, the purpose of di erent magni cation factors in sensory cortex is therefore that these allow di erent behavioural thresholds, but while keeping the overall system as e cient as possible.
Incorporating sensor noise
So far we have ignored any noise in the sensors themselves. Without such noise, Fig. 3 suggests that we can reduce the behavioural threshold as much as we like by allocating it su cient cortical In the scalar linear mixing model, we assume that independent noise in the skin surface receptors (`Sensors') and cortical map (`Map') is added to give the e ective noise on the signal. For convenience, the gain of the skin sensor and cortical map systems is scaled to unity.
area v and hence increasing the information density at the sensors. However, if the sensors themselves are noisy, they will force a lower limit to this behavioural threshold. Let us model the sensor-cortex sensory system as an information transmission system with two additive noise sources at two locations: at the skin surface receptors and after the neurons in the cortical map. According to our uniform information density hypothesis, the cortical map representation should expand where increased information capacity is required so that the area of any cortical map sector is proportional to the capacity of that sector. However, we will assume that the the corresponding skin surface receptors are xed and cannot adapt in the same way. We shall therefore assume that the information capacity of the skin surface receptors themselves remains constant, and that this information capacity will consequently be an upper limit to the information capacity of the entire sensor-cortex information transmission system.
We shall again represent signal and noise sources in this system as simple normally distributed (i.e. gaussian) random variables, where the noise sources are additive and independent of the signal (and each other). Without loss of generality, signal gain will be normalized to unity throughout.
We will consider a simple linear mixing model (Fig. 4 ). Here we model the stimulus signal as a scalar gaussian (normally distributed) random variable with variance S s . At the skin surface receptors, this is corrupted by independent additive gaussian noise of variance N s , giving a resulting gaussian signal-plus-noise of variance S m = S s + N s (20) which represents the output from the skin receptors that is transmitted to the cortical map segment. Suppose that the cortical map segment operates at an information density I 0 (v) = k and has area A, giving a total information capacity for the map segment of I m = kA. In this model, this limited information capacity I m is modelled by an e ective additive gaussian noise of variance N m introduced by the cortical map itself, such that the total information capacity of the map, 
We take an experimentally-recorded behavioural threshold level to correspond to one standard deviation of this overall e ective gaussian noise 25]. Therefore, as the cortical map area A devoted to processing a particular input signal changes, we would expect the behavioural threshold also to change, and be determined from A according to the following formula: (25) which is plotted in Fig. 5 for various levels of N s . Thus if we know the sensor noise N s , the signal variance S s , and the optimal cortical information density I 0 (v) = k for a particular sensory system, we should be able to use eqn. (25) to predict how the behavioural threshold of a sensory system will vary with area. In the next section, we will use this to investigate the results of Recanzone and colleagues on expansion of the somatosensory cortex in adult own monkeys.
Comparison with experiment
Expansion in the somatosensory cortex
In a series of experiments, Recanzone et. al. 25] trained owl monkeys on a tactile frequency discrimination task. The animals were trained to detect frequency di erences above a 20Hz baseline of a vibrating stimulus applied to a small part of one nger. Over a number of weeks, discrimination thresholds on the trained nger decreased from around 6{8Hz above the baseline to 2{3Hz above the baseline. Following training, the cortical maps of the trained animals showed a larger representation of the stimulated skin in the primary somatosensory cortex (S1 area 3b) when compared to control skin sites, suggesting that the cortical representation area had increased due to training.
They found that a large area of cortical representation for the stimulated parts of digits tended to go with a lower behavioural threshold, although a simple straight line t did not demonstrate signi cant dependence to the 99% level that they were using 26].
The correlation they observed would be expected from our hypothesis above, that an increase in cortical area leads to a increase in information capacity, since an increase in information capacity would imply a decrease in the e ective noise level on the perceptual signal due to processing in the cortical map. Using our uniform information density principle we shall therefore try to show that there is in fact a signi cant dependence between these two parameters, and that this dependence is consistent with our principle. 
Measurements
Discrimination thresholds in Hz were reported by Recanzone et. al. 26 , Table 1 ] for a trained digit (TD) and an adjacent digit (AD) on each of ve animals (E1; : : :;E5), giving 10 measurements in total. For these animals, the cortical area of representation A was also reported for the stimulated parts of both the trained and adjacent digits 26, Fig. 12 ]. Two further animals (E6 and E7) were also trained on the same task (two digits, E6-D3 and E6-D4, on animal E6) but without measurements of cortical area 25, Table 1 ].
In 27] they argued that the temporal response time of cortical neurons is a critical factor for this task. Therefore in this paper, we will use stimulation cycle period discrimination threshold (in milliseconds) rather than a frequency threshold (in Hz) as the behavioral threshold . The original frequency thresholds above a 20 Hz baseline become cycle period thresholds below a 50 msec baseline. The animal training sessions used periods in the range 33{50 msec (frequencies in the range 20{30Hz).
Estimation of parameters
In order to generate a curve of behavioural threshold against cortical area, we require 3 parameters to be estimated: the sensor signal variance S s , the sensor noise variance N s , and the information density k.
While the training sessions used a limited range of cycle periods (33{50 msec) we will assume that the sensors themselves have a wider range than this. We will assume that the signal range of the sensors corresponds to a normal distribution centred at 50 msec with 3 standard deviations out at 0 msec and 100 msec. Thus we will use S 1=2 s = 50=3 16:67 msec. To estimate the sensor noise variance N s , we will assume that after signi cant training the map area has expanded su ciently such that the sensor noise dominates, so that the behavioural thresholds at the nal training session mainly represent that due to the sensor noise. To ensure we do not use data points more than once, we will use the average of the thresholds reported without corresponding cortical area measurements. For E6-D3 E6-D4 and E7 these were 1.62, 1.53, and 2.87 Hz respectively, i.e. 3.74, 3.55 and 6.27 msec respectively, giving an average of 4.52 msec for sensor threshold. We will use this as 1 standard deviation of the sensor noise pdf, so that N 1=2 s = 4:52 msec. The information density k cannot be estimated in isolation, so we will use this parameter to t the best curve to the reported data values.
Fitting the curve to the data
The curve t was carried out using Matlab 4.0. Before tting, the thresholds and area A were normalized to unit variance. The information density k was then adjusted using the Matlab Simplex search function`fmins' to nd the least mean squared error t. The mean squared error was calculated parallel to the line A= A = = , i.e. at a constant angle of =4 from the horizontal on a normalized plot of k against A. On each iteration the point on the curve corresponding to each data point was itself found using`fmin'. Both minimisation steps used the default termination tolerance of 10 ?4 . The use of a constant projection angle ( =4), rather than a more exible total least squares t, does give us a slightly worse mean squared error value than we would have if we (25) , and the best t (as described in the text) is achieved for k = 4:515 bits/mm 2 , leaving a resulting normalized mean squared error of 0.0625. The threshold due to the sensor alone (dashed horizontal line) and the threshold due to the map alone (dashed curve) are also shown.
looked for the closest point on the curve for each data point, but it is conservative enough to allow us to perform a simple signi cance test (see Appendix). Fig. 6 shows the experimental data plotted with the best t curve, as described above. The best t was achieved with k = 3:130 nats/mm 2 = 4:515 bits/mm 2 , giving a normalized mean squared error (NMSE) of E = 0:0625. The parameters are summarized in Table 1 . This t is signi cant, in the sense that this curve is consistent with a dependence between A and su cient to reject the hypothesis that they are independent at the 99% con dence level (see Appendix).
Discussion
We have shown that our principal of uniform cortical information density is consistent with the experimental observations described above. Furthermore, this gives us an estimate of for the information density in the cortex of k 4:5 bits/mm 2 . This seems rather on the low side for what we might expect. However, the frequency discrimination task considered here is probably Table 1 : Summary of best t curve parameters shown in Fig. 6 , together with the resulting normalized mean squared error (NMSE) E.
not one that the somatosensory cortex is designed to handle well. We might therefore expect that the the information capacity of this part of the cortex for more realistic sensory input would be signi cantly higher than this. It may be noticed that we have not constructed an adaptation algorithm to generate this organization. Rather we have speci ed a target function that we would wish an ideal algorithm to perform. In fact, it would be perfectly possible for the area A in the map to be distributed in a very non-local manner, provided all the contributions could be identi ed. We therefore believe that the optimal information density approach is independent of any locality of organization in the map.
A further e ciency issue that we have not considered in this paper is that of the cost of wiring 10]. It may be that minimisation of wirelength cost could be an orthogonal principle to that of uniform information density, and would give us the locality of representation that we see in biological neural maps.
For the experimental results we considered here, the cortical map adapted to increase the information about the sensory input that was relevant to the task, but we presume that the discrimination ability was ultimately limited by the existing skin sensor arrangement. However, over generations, it would be expected that evolution could rearranged sensors if this was important for the animal's survival. As we have seen, information e ciency is normally optimized if the information is evenly spread across the available channels, if they are all of identical construction. We would therefore expect the uniform information density in the cortex to be re ected in a uniform use of sensors themselves. In other words, the cortical magni cation factor should match the density of sensors, and we would expect a constant scale mapping from sensor cells to cortical cells.
There are suggestions that the mapping from retinal ganglion cells to visual cortex cells is roughly constant in scale, except in the fovea 34]. Here the ganglion cells are not as dense as the cortical magni cation factor would suggest. It may be that physical limits in the retina 5] mean that it is not possible for the ganglion cells, or their corresponding receptors, to be packed more densly in the retina. Therefore if the cortical magni cation factor is to be re ected in an increased information density in the fovea, this would have to be achieved another way. On this basis we would predict that to compensate, ganglion cells would have a higher mean ring rate in the fovea than in the periphery, in order to improve their signal-to-noise ratio to match the cortical information density more closely.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed that cortical maps adapt to represent the sensory information that they need as e ciently as possible. This leads is to develop a concept of information density over a cortical map. The optimum arrangement is for this information density to be uniform across the map: we refer to this as the principal of Uniform Cortical Information Density, or more simply Uniform Information.
From this viewpoint, the cortical magni cation factor allows the sensory information density to be concentrated where it is required, leading to lower behavioural discrimination thresholds. For example, in the bat, having a large magni cation factor for auditory frequencies around the frequency of the echo location pulse will allow more information to be extracted around that frequency than around others. If the sensors themselves have signi cant levels of noise, these will impose an upper limit on the information density, and thus a lower limit on any discrimination thresholds.
This model was found to give a good t to data of Recanzone et. al. 25, 26] on owl monkeys trained on a tactile frequency discrimination task. This gave an estimate of k 4:5bits/mm 2 for the cortical information density, although this is likely to be an underestimate of the true value due to the unusual nature of the task.
It is hoped that this Uniform Information principle will be capable of making testable predictions about the arrangement of cortical maps, and of forming a basis for the development of future learning algorithms for these maps.
If the null hypothesis were true, then the true correlation coe cient would be zero, and the statistic t = r p n ? 2 p 1 ? r 2 = 7:1883 (27) would follow the Student t-distribution for (n ? 2) degrees of freedom (see e.g. 20]). The value of t = 7:1883 above is su cient to reject this hypothesis at the 99% con dence level. However, rather than a straight line t, we have a curve t, but with the same normalized mean squared error E and in the same direction. Let us therefore reduce the curve to a straight line by translating all points in a direction parallel to the A= A = = direction (i.e. the =4 direction) so that the solid curve in Fig. 6 is`straightened out' and lies in the A= A = ? = direction. If A and were independent, the con dence that E measured in the A= A = = direction would not be signi cantly small following this distortion, and hence that r would not be signi cantly negative, would be greater than if we had not performed this distortion. Thus the fact that E is su ciently small to reject the null hypothesis were there to be no distortion means that we can also reject the null hypothesis for the current case.
